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Abstract: Genetic optimization for problems like classification, recognition, registration etc. related to different fields like military, 

astrophysics, medical science etc. is an emerging field. The same concept of genetic algorithm can be applied using different fitness 

function which will fit the given data model. Calculation of cost for each population completely depends upon the fitness function and 

it will change the way of learning and optimization of the problem. In this paper, we have gone through different types of methods those 

are implemented using Genetic Algorithm with various fitness function used for selecting the chromosome. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Genetic algorithms are inspired from the famous Darwin‟s 

theory about “Survival of Fittest”. In biological aspect, 

crossover is done between parents to produce offspring. The 

offspring inherit the basic characters from the parents and 

nature automatically mutates some of the genes in child‟s 

chromosome to produce some new character apart from the 

parents. In natural biological reproduction process, from a 

generation i.e. the entire population, some parents are 

selected to reproduce the next generation. During, this 

process crossover and mutation occurs. [6] From the 

generated offspring, the fittest offspring survive to produce 

the next generation. The whole biological cycle is given in 

Figure no. 1.4.The genetic optimization process for 

optimizing any parameter for a certain mathematical model is 

derived from the above concept. To make a simulation in a 

computer system, we have to compare the natural process 

and the simulation to be carried out. [7] 

 

In Image processing application, registering images is an 

important stage. Multiple images can be captured by different 

types of sensors, or same sensor can be used to take images 

at different span of time. After this, mathematical modelling 

techniques are implemented to correct the geometric errors 

namely translation, scaling and rotation of the input image to 

that of the reference image, so that these images can be used 

in various applications like change detection, image fusion 

etc. 

 

The author used affine transformation method in order to 

create linear combinations. The equation used to create affine 

transformation is: 

 
The fitness function defined in order to get most suitable 

chromosome is: 

Fitness,  

                         (1) 

NOTE: The fitness function is very important stage in 

performing genetic based algorithms because the overall 

optimization using GA get affected due to the fitness 

equation used to perform further operations [17, 25]. It is 

author specific equation which works according to data set 

available with the researcher. If someone changes the fitness 

function equation then one will get different result than the 

existing one (either better result will be obtained or may be 

less efficient result). Focusing on this fitness function we are 

going to evaluate different genetic algorithm method 

implementation including this.  

 

2. Genetic Algorithm 

 

The author implemented GA to IR [14,15] using 

chromosome encoding, initializing, selecting, and 

reproduction principle of GA, finally terminating. We are 

focusing on fitness function used and chromosome selection 

method used throughout this survey paper. The author used 6 

genes, reproducing translation (t1,t2), skewing(sk), 

squeezing(sq), rotation(r) and scaling(s) effects as shown 

below in figure 1 

 

T1 T2 Sk Sq R S 

1. Chromosome encoding 

Figure 1: Chromosome encoding 

The objective of GA‟s is to find the optimal spatial 

transformation (chromosome) in a population of individuals. 

 

2.1 Singhai and Singhai, 2012 

 

Finding local maxima using direct search over matching the 

transformation is difficult due to which Rakhi et.al. applied 

Mutual Information(MI) to measure or calculate the 

statistical dependence of info redundancy between the image 

intensities of corresponding voxels in both floating image 

and reference image. They used Partial Volume Distribution 

Interpolation(PV) [7] in order to compute the MI criterion. 

Scope of the research is limited to pair of images, which are 

misaligned by rigid transformation (i.e. rotation and/or 

translation). Traditionally, simple hill climbing method is 

used to search for local maxima. But MI value function is 

monotonic, in that case, no local maxima. Hill climbing 

always works, due to presence of many local maxima, MI 

function values will mislead the process of fining global 

maxima. The author applied genetic algorithm to overcome 

this problem.  

 

The representation of chromosome is drawn below: 

Ci = [bi1,bi2,…………..,bi32] 

 

Where 12 bits represents the rotation angle, next 10 bits 
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represent X-translation and the last 10 bits represents Y-

translation and the fitness value for the chromosome is given 

by 

Fi=fi/sum fi                     (2) 

 

Where Fi is weighted fitness of a chromosome I and fi is the 

fitness of chromosome i. 

 

In order to assign with probability to each chromosome I, 

using the Fi value, Roulette selection method is used.  

 

In this study, image registration is done using genetic 

algorithm. Here, it is proposed that with help of direct search 

technique it is quite difficult to estimate the local maxima in 

the search space of matching transformation which can be 

automated with a suitable metric. In this paper, an effective 

search technique is proposed that is based on genetic 

algorithm which is used to register satellite imagery. The 

statistical dependence of registration parameter redundancy 

among corresponding voxel intensity in both master and 

slave images is measured by the application of mutual 

information in this method. For, chromosome selection 

procedure Roulette Wheel for chromosome selection method 

is adopted. In this proposed algorithm single point crossover 

method is used. In this testing process, satellite image of 

Bhopal city is taken and to create test data sets, these images 

are translated and rotated artificially. The image dimension 

taken in this study is 601x701 pixels. For GA optimization 

technique the translation parameters are varied from 0 to 100 

pixels and the rotation angles are varied from 0 to 6
0
. Image 

registration accuracy is computed and the timing 

performance is also analyzed. Two dataset are analyzed for 

GA. With the first dataset average RMSE found to be 0.043 

with 200 generations which is an improved with comparison 

to hill climbing search method which is found to be 0.18. For 

second dataset, computed RMSE for hill climbing search is 

5.93 which is improved to 1.65 with GA method. In case of 

timing performance, for hill climbing search it is 2.213 sec. 

whereas it is 1.9160 for GA approach. Hence, GA is found to 

be an efficient searching strategy in this experiment as 

proposed by the authors. 

 

2.2 Valsecchi and Damas, 2012 

 

The author introduced intensity-based image registration (IR) 

technique based on a modern, real-coded genetic algorithm. 

Instead of defining the translation component in terms of 

voxels, special units are considered. IR method is 

characterized into three main components: the transformation 

model, the similarity model and the optimization process.   

 

The operators used in this method are common choices for 

real-coded GA: blend crossover (BLX-alpha)[] and random 

mutation [7]. The fitness value used for a solution f is simply 

the similarity between the two input images when registered 

using f, i.e. 

f shi(Im,f(Is))                         (3) 

where shi is similarity metric and considered both mutual 

information(MI) [7] and normalized correlation(NC). The 

parent selection is performed following the tournament 

approach. When images have different intensity distribution 

or multi-modal registration is required then MI is specially 

preferred.  

 

In this study, an image registration technique using genetic 

algorithm is proposed. Real world MRI images are taken as 

test images in this experiment. Total of 16 scenarios are 

taken into consideration. In this method, translation 

parameters in x-axis and y-axis, rotation in x-axis, y-axis and 

z-axis and scaling factor are taken into consideration. These 

parameters are used to estimate the transformation model. 

Then, the registered image is formed. First, a chromosome is 

formed using these parameters. Here, a population is 

generated in a given range defined by the authors according 

to these parameters. Then, each chromosome is evaluated by 

a fitness function i.e. evaluating the image registration 

accuracy and most of the cases it is RMSE. Then the entire 

population is sorted and then the fittest chromosome is 

chosen among them i.e. the one with lowest RMSE. If the 

fittest one is not up to the mark for an optimal registration 

then the iteration continues to create next generation.  For 

that some best chromosomes are chosen as parent and 

crossover is done among them to generate another 

population. Thus generation after generation continues until 

the fittest chromosome is chosen among them i.e. the one 

with lowest RMSE can create an optimal registration 

parameter set. Using this, optimal parameter set, a 

transformation model is generated to do the final image 

registration. Finally, the result is compared with the classical 

intensity based registration to check the difference. It is 

found that the registration using genetic algorithm based 

optimization is more accurate than that of the classical way of 

intensity based image registration. 

 

2.3 Junli Lu et al., 2011 

 

Literature [9] explains the improvement of IFKNN and 

introduced the sample class in NFKNN. In this algorithm, 

sample class is pre-processed to get sample-edge-of-class. 

This led to better classification and improved execution time. 

This can be well understood by underlying flowchart: 

 

 
Figure 2: GA Flow Chart 
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The drawback still exists in pre-process stage as like the 

IFKNN in connection with execution speed. Pre-process is 

time consuming but once done rest of the NFKNN operation 

perform far better than IFKNN.  

 

In this research work, using genetic algorithm, a new fuzzy k-

NN classification techniques is developed and used for 

classification of random data  and real data as well. It need 

less time for calculation and have a higher accuracy rate in 

comparison to standard classification process. It is based on 

two ideas. The first idea explains on optimizing selection rate 

„k‟ and mutation rate „m‟. Before optimizing k and m, the 

training set is categorized into two sets as one named as 

“sample inside class” and the other as “sample edge of class”. 

The first set will not participate in the GA algorithm flow, the 

second set will. This saves time for the entire process as we 

don‟t have to process the data which is already in the class. 

In the second idea, it has been proposed that the 

classification rule already been set by the test dataset may not 

fit for the test dataset. Hence, for that confusion, the test data 

set will undergo the preprocessing of the algorithm. By this 

operation, the original classification rule will not change as 

they will be already inside the sample edge of class category. 

The real dataset comprises of 3902 record or objects and 

each having 8 attributes. There are 14 classes in the taken 

dataset. The accuracy of the proposed method is 84.27% 

accurate in the real dataset and when there is only two 

classes, the accuracy of classification is 91.2%. 

 

2.4 Selma Ayse Ozel, 2011 

 

The fitness of chromosome in this literature is determined by 

using predictive accuracy [11] which is defined as: 

Predictive Accuracy = TP_rate × TN_rat            (4) 

 

where TP_rate is the true positive rate and TN_rate is the 

true negative rate. The main objective is to obtain maximum 

predictive accuracy. Following this method the fitness of the 

chromosome is calculated using the cosine similarities [11] 

of each Web page‟s chromosome in the training dataset. The 

cosine similarity for chromosome vector c and a document 

vector d is computed by: 

 
                         (5) 

where m equals 6 since we use the terms in the title, header, 

anchor, emphasize, paragraph, and list item tags in the 

features set, and Ni is the number of terms belongs to tag i in 

the features set. Since cij and dij are in the range [0,1], 

sim(c,d) takes values in the range [0,1] and shows the degree 

of similarity between a chromosome c and a document d. 

 

For reproduction purpose roulette wheel is divided into 

pop_size slots, each proportional to individual‟s fitness, is 

spun, and an individual is selected. Followed by this method 

furthe GA concept is implemented focusing mainly over 

feature extraction. In this experiment, an optimal feature 

selector is designed for the webpages using genetic algorithm 

techniques. Webpage classification is a problem where the 

dataset is the webpage itself. The HTML tags of the 

webpages are objects. The main problem is to select the 

HTML tags and push them into different classes. In this 

study, A GA based automatic feature selector is designed 

which will select the best possible feature for an unknown 

webpages. The whole research work consists of 3 steps. The 

first step is to extract the features. Then in the next step, a 

GA feature selector comes to play. Its work is to give the 

features best possible weights. After that, in the third step, Ga 

based classification is done to set the classification rule for 

the corresponding web page features and the weights 

assigned to them. In this research work a total of 5 classes is 

taken into consideration. The classification accuracy of this 

method is 96%. As there are limited no. of HTML tags are 

taken into consideration, the authors have recommended that, 

the proposed methodology can be applicable for other 

HTML tags and URLs. 

 

2.5 Zhang Lianmei & Jiang Xingjun, 2010 

 

They proposed a combination classification method in which 

the output of multiple decision trees are obtained by related 

probability then the result is parallel combined [14]. After 

obtaining the desired output genetic algorithm is being 

applied for further optimization of connected weight matrix 

in combination algorithm. Using more than one decision tree 

has led to more accurate classification and sustaining result in 

comparison to using single decision tree result. Precisely we 

can say that, it is a hybrid genetic algorithm method which 

includes policy making before applying genetic algorithm.    

 

In data management policy making tree (decision tree) is one 

of the classified method comprising pitch point expressing an 

attribute test and test out is represented by branches. But the 

leaf node represents the kind of distribution. Further the 

policy making tree is transformed into classified rules. Policy 

making rule is well explained in[]. With the creation of 

policy making tree, now comes the hybrid algorithm in which 

we focus mainly on classified function, success match, 

sufficiency function and cumulative probability computation 

method. 

 

Classification function is a formula that uses the sample for 

classification. After classification, success match equation is 

used for successfully matching the sample with the given 

value. The sufficiency function is used to perform roulette 

trial-and-error method in order to get individual sufficiency. 

The sufficiency function implementation is followed by 

cumulative probability computation method. Following this 

the concept of Genetic Algorithm is used for optimization 

using simulation analysis. 

 

In this research work, using hybrid genetic algorithm, a new 

datamining method is proposed. This method is a hybrid 

form of multiple decision trees and genetic algorithm. Instead 

of using single decision tree for the classification problem in 

a standard genetic algorithm, the researchers used a multiple 

decision tree. Optimization of the connecting weights in the 

network is done by using genetic algorithm. A parallel 

combination of multiple decision trees is done and each 

decision tree adopts probability measurement level output 

method. The research work uses two groups of dataset given 
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by . The first dataset has been classified to the accuracy of 

76.00% and the second group is classified to the accuracy of 

63.86%. Moreover, it is concluded that, the proposed method 

optimizes the classification rules and helps in improving 

classification results. 

 

2.6 Ingole et al., 2009 

 

In this study, image registrations of medical images are done 

using genetic algorithm. Using genetic algorithm based 

optimization technique; a mathematical model is created to 

optimize geometric errors present in the image like 

translation, rotation and scaling [15]. So that, these corrected 

and registered images can be used in change detection and 

image fusion like applications. The objective of this paper is 

to create a mapping function which can map to set of 

matched points. The entire method is divided into three basic 

steps like selection, reproduction and termination of the 

optimization process. Here, a chromosome vector is defined 

by six genes that is translation in x-axis and y-axis, skewing, 

squeezing, rotation and scaling effect. In the selection 

process, while each successive generation is generated, each 

population goes through a fitness function as to be evaluated. 

For the fitness function in this proposed method, the point 

matching is done by nearest neighbor method and the 

transformation model is applied on the basis of affine 

transformation. Then, a portion of the entire population is 

selected to breed the next generation. For, this procedure 

always the fittest chromosomes are selected as parent. In 

reproduction section, the selected parents breed a whole new 

generation and here mutation is applied to some portion of 

the entire population to change their properties that is 

inherited from the chosen parents. For termination process, 

there are two major conditions for this method. First one is, if 

the solution has a fittest chromosome which can satisfy the 

minimum criteria defined by the user and can give highest 

registration accuracy. Another stopping criterion is as if the 

maximum no. of generation is created that is the no. of 

iteration defined by the user. The best fitness value is found 

to be 1.0742 and mean is found to be 1.8143. The test images 

are brain MRI images. 

 

3. Result Analysis 
 

Table 1: GA Methodologies 
S.No GA method used Methodology 

1. GA-IR MI 

2. GA-PV MI & PV 

3. GA-IR MI, MI-Re, NC and NC-Re 

 

According to the above table, first method‟s implementation 

is good but the fitness function can be used more efficiently 

in order to get better result. Second method is an extension to 

the first method which along with MI method PV method is 

also implemented. Besides that, second method also 

implements roulette wheel method to find the best 

chromosome for implementing final GA method. The third 

method is the best among all others. It implements GA using 

IR method and concept of MI and NC is used along with 

restart mechanism. Restart mechanism helps in lowering the 

probability of one “bad” run. This helps in reducing the rate 

of error in the obtained after implementing the concept. 

Generally, one pass GA gives better result in comparison to 

traditional image registration techniques but restart 

mechanism lowers the chance of error and also improves the 

efficiency. 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

After analyzing the results obtained by the above mentioned 

algorithm in GA implementation the last GA i.e. GA-IR 

using MI, MI-Re, NC, and NC-Re method is the best method. 

The result varies by magnitude of 1 over time, in other words 

the rate of error is decreased to minimum and result produced 

is optimum at any given time. Genetic algorithm can 

optimize the classification, rule discovery, effective 

registration parameters, multiple decision trees or as a feature 

selector for the image or webpage classification problem. As 

almost every author has recommended a new idea of 

classification for new type of data.  
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